IS GAY O.K.?

Text: Leviticus 18:22 - "Thou shalt not lie with mankind as with womankind; it is abomination."

SODOM & GOMORRAH: Genesis 18:20-33;

Note: Genesis 18:20 & 21 -"their sin is very grievous..."

Genesis 19:5-7 - "...do not so wickedly."

LASCIVIOUS - "sexually unchaste or licentious."

LICENTIOUS - "Lacking legal or moral restraints. Disregarding sexual restraints.

LEWD - Vulgar. Sexually unchaste.
   Abhorrent to morality or virtue. Obscene. Vulgar.
   Pornographic, smutty, unprintable, crude, indecent."

HERE ARE SOME CLEAR VERSES THAT TELLS US THAT HOMOSEXUALITY (& even other sexual sins & passions outside of marriage), WILL SEND PEOPLE (who commit such sin's) TO HELL:

1) I Corinthians 6: 9 & 10.

By the way, "effeminate" means "marked by qualities more typical of women than men, feminine, girlish, unmanly".

Clearly, homosexuals, here in this above verse. (By the way, the same is true for women wanting to be men, or having sexual relations women with
2) Galatians 5: 19 - 21.

Lasciviousness is implied here as sexual sins that don't include adultery or fornication, that has already been mentioned. Clearly, it's sexual sins that are an abomination, unnatural affection to the same sex.

3) Romans 1: 20 - 32.

"They which commit such things are worthy of death..." (Means "hell" here in this tense).

NOTE: All of these verses above, are clear, from God's word (which is our Divine authority in heaven & earth), that homosexuality is wrong. Just because a President of the U.S.(past or present), or any other political leader passes laws and says it's acceptable, is not our source of morality or role model. Hollywood is not, either! The demons (satan's workers, fallen angels), are out in the atmosphere trying to kill, steal and destroy, just like their boss (satan),is. REFUSE the temptation to yield to homosexuality. Lovingly counsel those who are entering into this lifestyle or pondering if it's "ok to be gay".

It's not, nor ever will be acceptable to God. No matter how many earthly laws or legalized gay marriages are performed or passed, sin is still sin.

God's Word hasn't changed. It wasn't "Adam and Steve" in the Garden of Eden. It was "Adam and Eve".
I believe a person's upbringing, environment, and ability to restrain themselves from homosexual tendencies or not, are all important factors to consider.

When one thinks they are "gay" or thinks they have certain homo tendencies, they need to remember these tendencies can be overcome. There are demons behind sin, especially the sexual ones.

WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?

1) Surrender. Romans 10:8, 10 & 13.

2) Yield. Romans 12:1 & 2.


4) Think Different. Phil. 4:8.


NOTE: No one else can meet our deepest love needs like God. Only God can fill our inner emotional, spiritual, physical and mental needs. People, pets, friends and family, are all secondary compared to God's awesome greatness, love and grace.

READ: II CORINTHIANS 10: 3 - 5.

Resist the devil with the Word of God. Just like you can resist the devil in any other area of temptation in your life. Once again, let me repeat, avoid the places and people in your life that are negative influences to
tempt you to fall into homosexual tendencies, or any other kind of sin.

EPHESIANS 6: 10 - 19.

God will ALWAYS make a way of escape that we will be able to resist sin. Trust Him today with your life. He wants a much more abundant life for you than you could possibly imagine. Let Him do it! By faith!
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